
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT RENTAL BUSINESS PLAN

If YES, here is a sample construction equipment rental business plan up by actionable guerrilla marketing ideas for
heavy equipment rental businesses.

We know how important is it to garner promotion for a business and so we have drafted effective publicity
strategies that will ensure that the business gets the awareness it deserves here in Atlanta as well as all over the
United States of America. Our niche makes it very easy for us to be the exclusive equipment rental business
here in Atlanta, Georgia. Kassam: Not a great time to be starting a capital-intensive business. What brought
about the shift to being more purely entrepreneurial? By employing local individuals, ER would be
contributing toward the development of the area. So we moved to Houston and began building a sort of pilot
prototype for Noble Iron. If the local companies you talked to didn't seem to care much about high-end brand
names, don't waste your money on that. James has an advantage of knowing which companies are firm with
the prices and how much others will decrease their prices. Establish relationships with general contractors
througout the target market. This loan will enable the company to establish its lending ability but will be
structured so as not to hamper its ability to assist other customers due on receipt with approved credit
references. During the early part of your career, you were doing turnarounds. Looking for more information
about setting up your own website? Prepare Waivers for Customers to Sign Equipment rental companies
usually have their customers sign a few agreements to take out items for rent, including the following:
Indemnification agreement, which ensures the customer takes financial responsibility if your company is sued
for liability while the equipment is in the customer's possession. However, as activities have dropped in the
construction and transportation industries, it has caused many small players to exit the industry. Treat your
customers right Rentals are a repeat business â€” your customers only rent your equipment for a period of
time, so if they need it again in the future they have to rent again. What made you realize an idea like that was
transferrable to heavy equipment? Accounting, communication with potential customers, managing
employees, â€¦ As luck would have it, we have created a list of business applications that we recommend.
Promotion In addition to standard advertisement practices, ER will gain considerable recognition through
these additional promotional mediums: Press releases sent to major radio stations, newspapers, and magazines.
When and where does the rental end and start? The company plans to take part in various local shows. By
referring customers to each other, you create a win-win-win situation. Some questions you can ask: What kind
of equipment are you looking for? The company is the only authorized distributor for the South-Tennessee
area for Ramrod Equipment and Komatsu Forklifts. Use the link below to get a list of local competitors
nearby. Have the equipment that potential customers in your area definitely want to rent â€” not the stuff you
think they just maybe might find themselves needing. However, if you have hundreds of items, condense your
product list categorically. The company's print advertising program includes advertisements in the Denton
Parish newspaper, church bulletin, Denton Economics directory, and restaurant menus in Memphis and
Denton Parish. We had an idea, a business plan, and a team. How much are you willing to pay to rent
equipment for your construction projects? But what can you do to avoid arguments? Kassam: Yes everything
we do at Noble Iron is either online or via call center fulfillment. Market Responsibilities ER is committed to
an extensive promotional campaign. Remember the old proverb â€” failing to plan is planning to fail. The
financial chapter of your business plan is one of the first places investors and lenders look, so it needs to
contain forecasts and budgets that are rooted in business realities rather than your personal best case scenario.
The worst. Prior to starting a heavy construction equipment rental business, you would be wise to determine
whether buying a franchise could make your life much easier. This makes for an excellent cash-cow type
client. What brands of equipment do you most trust? Asides from getting a business consultant to help you
determine if going into the business is worthwhile, writing a business plan is another task you would need to
undertake. It's important to understand their strengths and weaknesses and think through how you'll stake up
against those established businesses. Share of the market expected to capture over a fixed period of time. The
farming industry is heavily subsidized by the government and many of the farms in the local area are small
plots with less than acres. We know how important it is to have the right management team that not only
understands the core values of the company but also have the right knowledge and expertise to enable the
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company achieve its goals and objectives.


